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Abstract. We present a review of selected data-analysis
methods that are frequently applied in studies of ionospheric
electrodynamics and magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling
using ground-based and space-based data sets. Our focus is
on methods that are data driven (not simulations or statisti-
cal models) and can be used in mesoscale studies, where the
analysis area is typically some hundreds or thousands of km
across. The selection of reviewed methods is such that most
combinations of measured input data (electric ﬁeld, conduc-
tances, magnetic ﬁeld and currents) that occur in practical
applications are covered. The techniques are used to solve
the unmeasured parameters from Ohm’s law and Maxwell’s
equations, possibly with help of some simplifying assump-
tions. In addition to reviewing existing data-analysis meth-
ods, we also brieﬂy discuss possible extensions that may be
used for upcoming data sets.
Keywords. Ionosphere (Auroral ionosphere; Electric ﬁelds
and currents; Ionosphere-magnetosphere interactions)
1 Introduction
We present a review of selected data-analysis methods that
are applied in studies of ionospheric electrodynamics and
magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling using ground-based and
space-based data sets. At present, there is no single mea-
surement device that can measure all ionospheric electro-
dynamic parameters directly and simultaneously, with good
spatial and temporal resolution and coverage. Therefore
data-analysis techniques are needed to combine different
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types of measured data and to obtain unobserved ionospheric
parameters from the observed ones, possibly using some ad-
ditionalassumptionsintheprocess. Weconcentrateonmeth-
ods that are data driven and applicable to single events (not
simulations or statistical models), and which can be used in
mesoscale studies, where the analysis area is typically some
hundreds or thousands of km across.
The primary focus of this review is in ionospheric electro-
dynamics, so we do not include variables like chemical com-
position, temperature, etc. in our discussion. Furthermore we
concentrate on analysis techniques that have been developed
to be used with data from the MIRACLE network (Mag-
netometers – Ionospheric Radars – All-sky Cameras Large
Experiment, Syrj¨ asuo et al., 1998) illustrated in Fig. 1, pos-
sibly in combination with satellite observations, for exam-
ple Cluster (Escoubet et al., 2001) or CHAMP (Ritter et al.,
2004). However, the techniques can be applied to data from
any other mesoscale network with similar observations.
Table 1 gives an overview of the data-analysis methods
that are reviewed here. For each method, we list the input
data, additional assumptions (if any) required for the method
to be applicable and the output produced. The full set of
ionospheric electrodynamic parameters that can be calcu-
lated consist of the ionospheric horizontal electric ﬁeld E,
height integrated Hall and Pedersen conductances 6H and
6P, horizontal current J and ﬁeld aligned current (FAC) jk.
Additionally, the ground magnetic perturbation ﬁeld BG is
an important input parameter in many analysis methods.
Most of the methods listed in Table 1 are used in 2-
dimensional (latitude-longitude) regions of the ionosphere,
but some methods have also 1-dimensional variants, as indi-
cated by * in the last column of the table. In 1-D analysis it
is assumed that ionospheric parameters vary only in one hor-
izontal direction (e.g. as a function of geomagnetic latitude),
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Fig. 1. The MIRACLE instrument network. Circles give the ﬁeld
of view of each all-sky camera. Also the combined ﬁeld of view of
the STARE radars (decommissioned in May 2005) is shown.
so input data is required along a single chain or a satellite
track only. The 1-D methods are especially useful when ana-
lyzingdatafromanoverpassingsatelliteorfromameridional
magnetometer chain.
Some of the methods listed Table 1 have been discussed
by Glassmeier (1987) and Untiedt and Baumjohann (1993),
who also give application examples and references to older
studies where the methods have been utilized. In the present
review we will concentrate on more recent work done dur-
ing the last two decades. Also, some classical techniques,
such as magnetic ﬁeld separation and upward continuation
(e.g. Chapman and Bartels, 1940; Haines, 1985), have seen
signiﬁcant improvement during this period.
In Sect. 2 we review basic electrodynamic properties of
ionospheric current systems, as well as the most commonly
used approximations. In the following sections we discuss
the selected analysis methods listed in Table 1, grouped ac-
cording to the primary output they produce. Methods to de-
termine equivalent currents Jeq and total current J are re-
viewed in Sects. 3 and 4, respectively. Sections 5 and 6 dis-
cuss methods to estimate the electric ﬁeld E or conductances
6H and 6P. The 1-dimensional variants of some methods
are discussed separately in Sect. 7 and ways to include ef-
fects of electromagnetic induction in data-analysis tools are
reviewed in Sect. 8. In a ﬁnal outlook we brieﬂy discuss
some extension of presently used analysis methods and fu-
ture possibilities offered by new instrumentation, such as the
Swarm satellite mission and EISCAT 3-D radar.
2 Mathematical background
In this section we review the basic properties of ionospheric
electrodynamics, especially at high magnetic latitudes (i.e.,
the auroral oval). We employ the commonly used thin-
sheet approximation (see e.g. Glassmeier, 1987; Untiedt and
Baumjohann, 1993), where the ionosphere is assumed to be
a thin, 2-dimensional spherical shell of radius RI at a con-
stant altitude above the Earth. This approximation is justi-
ﬁed by the fact that the largest horizontal currents ﬂow at
about 100–125km altitude, in a layer that is much thinner
than the horizontal extents typically considered. However,
in some cases 3-dimensional modeling is required (Amm et
al., 2008). Another occasionally used approximation is to
neglect the curvature of the ionosphere on areas less than
∼1000km across and to use Cartesian instead of spherical
geometry (e.g. Sect. 2.1 of Untiedt and Baumjohann, 1993).
The main electrodynamic variables are: horizontal sheet
current density J, ﬁeld-aligned current jk, horizontal elec-
tric ﬁeld E, magnetic ﬁeld B and height integrated Hall and
Pedersen conductances 6H and 6P. These variables are re-
lated through Maxwell’s equations, Ohm’s law and current
continuity,
(∇×E)r =−
∂Br
∂t
(1)
∇×B =µ0j =µ0Jδ(r−RI)−µ0jkˆ er (2)
J =6PE−6Hˆ er×E (3)
jk =∇·J. (4)
In Eqs. (1)–(4) we have made the frequently used assumption
of a radial magnetic ﬁeld, so that ˆ ek =−ˆ er at the Northern
Hemisphere. According to Untiedt and Baumjohann (1993)
and Amm (1998) the effect of the tilted ﬁeld lines is negligi-
ble for inclination angles χ &75◦, which covers the auroral
zone. Elsewhere the inclination of the magnetic ﬁeld can be
taken into account by modifying the Hall and Pedersen con-
ductances in Eq. (3) (see e.g. Brekke, 1997, chapter 7.12) and
by calculating the FAC as jk =∇·J/sinχ.
2.1 Equations and unknowns
Wemaynowcountthenumberofelectrodynamicparameters
we are interested in and the number of equations connecting
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Table 1. Overview of selected analysis methods.
Input Assumptions Output Name of method 1-D
BG – Jeq,ion, Jeq,int
Field continuation
* and separation
BG,jk,{E} – J,{6P,6H}
Elementary current
* method
BG, 6P,6H
Usually
E,J,jk KRM ∇×E =0
jk, 6P,6H
Usually
E,J – ∇×E =0
Method of
BG,E characteristics
α =6H/6P 6H,6P,J,jk (Jeq-based) *
jk,E (FAC-based)
Bsatellite 1-dimensional J,jk 1-D SECS *
them. In a thin sheet ionosphere the electric ﬁeld E and hor-
izontal current J are 2-dimensional vector ﬁelds that can be
represented by two potentials,
E =−∇φE−ˆ er×∇ψE (5)
J =−∇φJ −ˆ er×∇ψJ. (6)
The function φE is the usual electrostatic potential and ψE
is related to the rotational inductive part of the electric ﬁeld.
It is usually assumed that ∇ψE =0, but this does not hold in
some situations, as discussed in Sect. 8. The current potential
φJ is connected to FAC through Eq. (4) while ψJ is related
to equivalent current and ground magnetic disturbance, as
discussed in Sects. 2.2 and 3 below.
The following six 2-dimensional scalar ﬁelds specify the
electrodynamic state of a thin sheet ionosphere:
φE,ψE,φJ,ψJ,6H,6H. (7)
The curl and divergence of Ohm’s law give us two scalar
equations that relate the variables (Untiedt, 1983; Glass-
meier, 1987; Untiedt and Baumjohann, 1993),
(∇×J)r = (∇6P×E)r+6P(∇×E)r−∇6H·E−
−6H∇·E, (8)
∇·J = ∇6P·E+6P∇·E+(∇6H×E)r+
+6H(∇×E)r. (9)
A third equation is obtained by combining Ampere’s and
Faraday’s laws, which relate the curl of electric ﬁeld to the
electric current. It follows that we have to know at least 3
of the 6 variables listed in Eq. (7) in order to solve for the
ionospheric electrodynamic state. This is reﬂected also in
Table 1, where e.g. the method of characteristics requires 3
known input parameters.
2.2 The concept of equivalent current
The ground magnetic data BG is often most conveniently
used in the form of an equivalent current. By deﬁnition,
ionospheric equivalent current Jeq,ion is a 2-dimensional,
divergence-free sheet current that produces the same ground
magnetic ﬁeld as the real 3-dimensional system consisting of
ionospheric currents and FAC. According to potential theory,
this kind of equivalent current solution always exists and is
uniquely deﬁned in global scale (see discussion in Haines
and Torta, 1994). Using ﬁeld continuation and, if neces-
sary, ﬁeld separationtechniques(see Sect.3), theionospheric
equivalent current Jeq,ion can be derived from measured BG.
In addition to external ionospheric and magnetospheric
currents, there are also internal sources of magnetic varia-
tions. Changes in external currents create an induced electric
ﬁeld, according to Faraday’s law. The induced ﬁeld drives
currents in the ground, depending on the conductivity of the
local bedrock. This process of geomagnetic induction dis-
torts the original magnetic signal from external sources, and
makes analysis more difﬁcult (e.g. Untiedt and Baumjohann,
1993). The magnetic variations that are caused by the in-
ternal induced sources can be separately represented using
internal equivalent currents Jeq,int, analogous to Jeq,ion.
An important question about the ionospheric equivalent
currents is their relation to the real currents. The true sheet
current density J can be divided into 3 parts, curl-free (po-
tential), divergence-free (rotational) and Laplacian, so that
J =Jpot+Jrot+JLaplace, (10)
where
∇·Jrot =0, ∇·JLaplace =0,
(∇×Jpot)r =0, (∇×JLaplace)r =0.
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The Laplacian part JLaplace represents that part of the cur-
rent that has no divergence or curl inside the analysis area. In
global analysis JLaplace =0, and in mesoscale studies it typ-
ically is a homogeneous background current (see Sect. 2.4.2
of Untiedt and Baumjohann, 1993).
If the background magnetic ﬁeld is perpendicular to the
ionospheric plane, then the true curl-free current system Jpot
together with associated FAC does not produce any magnetic
ﬁeld below the ionosphere. Fukushima (1976) derived this
result by assuming uniform ionospheric conductances, but
the result is valid independently of the conductance distri-
bution (Amm, 1997). As Jeq,ion can be uniquely deﬁned as
the divergence-free sheet current that produce the observed
magnetic ﬁeld below the ionosphere, it follows that equiva-
lent currents are equal to the divergence-free part of the true
currents,
Jrot =Jeq,ion. (11)
This approximation is only valid for inclination angles χ &
75◦. This is a common limitation for all the analysis methods
listed in Table 1 that use BG as input data.
Usually Eq. (11) is all we can say about the real iono-
spheric currents using just ground magnetic data. In some
special cases we may get a rough estimate of the FAC di-
rectly from the equivalent currents, by assuming that conduc-
tivity gradients are parallel to the electric ﬁeld and the ratio
α =6H/6P is a constant. This line of reasoning was applied
by Amm et al. (2002) for a pair of traveling convection vor-
tices, which exhibited a high degree of symmetry. However,
the required assumptions are usually too restrictive to apply.
2.3 Elementary current systems
Elementary current systems were introduced by Amm
(1997). Although for historical reasons their name refers
to currents, they can be used to represent any 2-dimensional
vector ﬁeld. Elementary current systems can be deﬁned ei-
ther in spherical or Cartesian geometry, and they are called
SECS and CECS, respectively. There are two different types
of elementary systems, one is divergence-free (DF) and the
other curl-free (CF). The spherical CF and DF elementary
systems, shown in Fig. 2, are deﬁned as
JCF(r0)=
ICF
4πR
cot

θ0
2

ˆ eθ0 (12)
JDF(r0)=
IDF
4πR
cot

θ0
2

ˆ eφ0. (13)
Here IDF and IDF are the scaling factors of the elemen-
tary systems, while R is the radius of the sphere (e.g. iono-
sphere) where elementary systems are placed. The expres-
sions are given in a spherical coordinate system (r0,θ0,φ0),
with unit vectors (ˆ er0,ˆ eθ0,ˆ eφ0), that has its pole at the cen-
ter of the elementary systems. The CF and DF elementary
systems form a complete set of basis functions for represent-
ing 2-dimensional vector ﬁelds on a sphere (SECS) or on
a plane (CECS). A short guide, together with further refer-
ences about the use of elementary systems, is given in ap-
pendix A of Vanham¨ aki (2007).
The elementary systems are deﬁned in such a way that the
CF system has a Dirac δ-function divergence and the DF sys-
tem a δ-function curl at its pole, with uniform and oppositely
directed sources elsewhere. By placing a sufﬁcient number
of CF and DF CECS at different locations of the ionosphere,
one can construct any 2-dimensional vector ﬁeld from its
sources and curls, in accordance with Helmholtz’s theorem.
The SECS and CECS are related to the Green’s function so-
lutions of the curl and divergence operators on the sphere
and plane, respectively. Let’s consider the curl-free part of
the current and deﬁne a 2-dimensional Green’s function GCF
on a sphere of radius R so that
∇2
pGCF(r,rp)=
δ(θ −θp)δ(φ−φp)
sinθpR2 −
1
4πR2. (14)
According to the theory of Green’s functions we can write
the current potential φJ in Eg. (6) as
φJ(r)=
Z
sphere
GCF∇2
pφJ(rp)dap, (15)
where dap =R2sinθpdθpdφp is the area element. When we
take the gradient of the above equation, the lefthand side is
the curl-free part of the current Jpot. On the righthand side
we can identify the curl-free elementary current system as
∇GCF = JCF(r0), as this fulﬁlls the deﬁnition in Eq. (14)
when rp is interpreted as the position of the SECS pole. So
we arrive at relation
Jpot =
Z
sphere
∇p·J(rp)
4πR
cot

θ0
2

ˆ eθ0dap, (16)
where the angle θ0 and unit vector ˆ eθ0 must be expressed in
terms of positions r, rp and unit vectors ˆ eθ, ˆ eφ (see e.g. Ap-
pendix A of Vanham¨ aki et al., 2003). In completely analo-
gous manner we can derive the relation
Jrot =
Z
sphere
(∇p×J(rp))r
4πR
cot

θ0
2

ˆ eφ0dap, (17)
for the rotational part of the current.
In practical calculations the elementary systems are placed
at some discrete grid, and the scaling factors give the diver-
gence and curl of the vector ﬁeld in the grid cell. For some
arbitrary grid cell k we can write the scaling factors as
Ik,CF =
Z
cellk
∇·Jdap, (18)
Ik,DF =
Z
cellk
(∇×J)rdap. (19)
This means that the curl and divergence that are in reality dis-
tributed over the grid cell are represented by point sources at
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h’=0 (pole) h’=0 (pole)
Curl-free elementary system
(with associated FACs) Divergence-free elementary system
Fig. 2. Spherical elementary current systems (SECS).
the center of the cell. If we want to represent a given vector
ﬁeld J with elementary systems, we may evaluate the inte-
grals in Eqs. (18)–(19) in a suitable grid. However, it is often
more practical to evaluate the ﬁeld explicitly as a sum of el-
ementary systems given in Eqs. (12)–(13) and ﬁt the scaling
factors to the given vector ﬁeld in a least-squares sense. In
the ﬁtting process the Laplacian part of the ﬁeld (see Eq. 10)
is represented by outlying elementary systems, so it’s impor-
tant to make the SECS grid somewhat larger than the area of
interest.
The main advantage of the elementary systems is that they
are intrinsically divided into divergence- and curl-free parts.
This division is very natural in ionospheric electrodynamics,
where divergent current connects to FAC, rotational current
is associated with ground magnetic disturbance, and the in-
ductive electric ﬁeld is rotational. The number and density
of elementary systems used to represent the vector ﬁeld can
be chosen freely, so that higher density of elementary system
(better resolution) may be used in areas where there is good
data coverage.
Additionally, individual elementary systems are simple
enough for analytical treatment. For example, if we use
elementary systems to represent currents, and their diver-
gences represent radially inward or outward ﬂowing FAC as
in Fig. 2, then the magnetic ﬁelds produced by currents in
Eqs. (12) and (13) can be calculated analytically in closed
form (Amm and Viljanen, 1999).
Speciﬁcally, the curl-free elementary system does not
cause any magnetic ﬁeld below the ionosphere, and above it
has only an ˆ eφ0 component, as already shown by Fukushima
(1976). However, in contrast to Fukushima’s paper, this sys-
tem is used as a mere basis function here, and there are no
assumptions about ionospheric conductances required, nor
about how the currents are constituted by Pedersen and/or
Hall currents. In contrast, the divergence-free elementary
systems generate magnetic ﬁeld with ˆ er0 and ˆ eθ0-components
both above and below the sphere. Thus, an expansion of a
current system in terms of SECS also provides an easy way
to calculate the magnetic ﬁeld of the current system at any
point in space. This is utilized for example in analysis of
ground magnetic data, as discussed in Sect. 3.3.
For use in situations when the derivate in one horizontal
dimension vanishes, here called 1-D situations (see Sect. 7),
1-D SECS have been deﬁned by Vanham¨ aki et al. (2003) and
Juusola et al. (2006). The 1-D variants are obtained by in-
tegrating the respective 2-dimensional SECS deﬁned above
over a circle at a constant latitude θ0, so that
J1−D,CF(θ,θ0)=
I1−D,CF
2RI
ˆ eθ

−tan(θ/2) ,θ <θ0
cot(θ/2) ,θ >θ0
, (20)
J1−D,DF(θ,θ0)=
I1−D,DF
2RI
ˆ eφ

−tan(θ/2) ,θ <θ0
cot(θ/2) ,θ >θ0
(21)
Similar to the general 2-D SECS, the divergence- and curl-
free 1-D SECS are basis functions for any continuously dif-
ferentiable vector ﬁeld on a sphere, with vanishing derivative
in one direction. If they represent a current system, the same
properties of the magnetic ﬁeld of each elementary system as
mentioned for the 2-D case hold.
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3 Determination of equivalent currents
3.1 Harmonic analysis
In the neutral atmosphere between the Earth’s surface and
the ionosphere, the electric conductivity is vanishingly small.
Consequently, in this region the magnetic ﬁeld can be repre-
sented by a potential,
B =−∇φB (22)
where
∇2φB =0. (23)
In harmonic analysis the magnetic potential φB is expanded
in terms of some basis functions. Typically, spherical har-
monics (Chapman and Bartels, 1940) are used in global anal-
ysis and spherical cap harmonics (Haines, 1985; revised by
Th´ ebault et al., 2006) or plane waves in mesoscale studies
(e.g. Richmond and Baumjohann, 1983). The magnitude of
different basis functions is then ﬁtted to the magnetic obser-
vations, for example by minimizing the residual in the least-
squares sense. Richmond and Baumjohann (1983) present
a ﬁtting technique based on the theory of optimal linear esti-
mation, where geophysical constraints on the allowed current
systems can be included.
One shortcoming of these spectral methods is that in order
to keep the ﬁtting numerically stable, some ﬁxed upper and
lower scale lengths must be chosen for the whole analysis
area. Variations that are smaller or larger than these scale
lengths cannot be modeled accurately. This is a problem
if the spatial distribution of magnetometers is highly non-
uniform, as the minimum scale length must be chosen ac-
cording to the sparsest region of the network.
The ionospheric equivalent current is obtained from φB by
evaluating the magnetic potential at a suitable altitude (typi-
cally ∼100km) above the Earth’s surface and calculating the
jump condition
1B⊥ =−µ0ˆ er×Jeq,ion (24)
over the assumed current sheet. Further details are given e.g.
by Haines and Torta (1994).
3.2 General comments about Jeq calculation
It should be noted that the horizontal component of the
ground magnetic disturbance ﬁeld can be explained by using
just external (ionospheric) equivalent currents, even if part
of the disturbance is created by internal currents ﬂowing in
the conducting Earth. This is clear from the expansion of the
potential φB in terms of spherical harmonic or spherical cap
harmonic functions (Untiedt and Baumjohann, 1993). The
internal and external contributions to the magnetic distur-
bance ﬁeld can be separated by using all 3 components of the
magnetic ﬁeld. Further details are given e.g. in chapter 20 of
Chapman and Bartels (1940) and in Haines and Torta (1994).
Except for some very dynamical situations (e.g. Tanska-
nen et al., 2001), the contribution from internal currents can
normally be neglected and Jeq,ion is determined using only
the horizontal part of the ground magnetic disturbance BG,⊥.
The justiﬁcation is that the internal part of BG,⊥ is usually
spatially quite smooth when compared to the external part, so
it adds only a rather homogeneous background to the equiv-
alent current (see e.g. Sect. 2.3 of Untiedt and Baumjohann,
1993, and references therein). On the other hand, the radial
part of BG is heavily affected by internal induced currents
and it is also very sensitive to local anomalies in the Earth’s
conductivity (e.g. the coast effect, see Parkinson and Jones,
1979). Consequently, it is more difﬁcult to separate the ob-
served BG into internal and external parts, than to represent
just the horizontal part of the disturbance in terms of Jeq,ion.
Further, in some techniques, like the method of characteris-
tics, only (∇ ×Jeq,ion)r is actually used, so that any nearly
uniform background current vanishes to a good approxima-
tion.
3.3 SECS analysis
Amm and Viljanen (1999) introduced a SECS-based method
for determining the ionospheric equivalent current. In
this method several divergence-free elementary systems are
placed at a 2-dimensional horizontal grid in the ionosphere,
and their scaling factors are chosen so that the observed mag-
netic disturbances are matched as closely as possible in the
least squares sense.
In the SECS analysis the horizontal components of mea-
sured BG at locations rn =(RE,θn,φn) are collected in one
vector
B⊥ =[Bx(r1) By(r1) Bx(r2) ...]T (25)
while the unknown scaling factors of the DF SECS located
at rel
k =(RI,θel
k ,φel
k ) are collected in another vector
IDF =[IDF(rel
1 ) IDF(rel
2 ) IDF(rel
3 ) ...]T. (26)
These vectors are connected by a transfer matrix T, so that
B⊥ =T·IDF. (27)
The components of transfer matrix T give the magnetic ﬁeld
caused by each individual unit SECS at the magnetometer
sites, and is therefore known and depends only on geometry.
For example, T2,4 gives the y-component (East) of BG at r1
caused by the SECS centered at rel
4 . Details how to calcu-
late the matrix T and how to invert Eq. (27) for the unknown
scaling factors IDF using truncated singular value decompo-
sition are given by Amm and Viljanen (1999) and Pulkkinen
et al. (2003b). Once the scaling factors are known, the actual
equivalent current Jeq,ion can be calculated using Eq. (13)
for each individual DF SECS separately.
Amm and Viljanen (1999) tested the SECS-based calcu-
lation of equivalent current in a simulated case of a Cowl-
ing channel. They also compared the SECS-based method
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Fig. 3. Longitudinal proﬁle of the north component of the ionospheric equivalent currents in the test model. Solid line: true proﬁle; Dotted
line: SCHA upward continuation result with up to 10th order basis functions; Broken line: SECS method upward continuation result.
Reproduced from Fig. 6 of Amm and Viljanen (1999).
against spherical cap harmonic analysis (SCHA) developed
by Haines (1985). The results of the comparison are shown
in Fig. 3. The SECS-based method gives more accurate re-
sults, partly because there is no need to specify any ﬁxed
limit for the smallest resolved wavelength like in the SCHA.
In the SECS-analysis the poles of elementary systems can
freely be placed where they are most suitable with respect to
the density of measurements.
The SECS-based calculation of equivalent current has
been further tested by Pulkkinen et al. (2003a), while Pulkki-
nen et al. (2003b) extended the method so that the ground
magnetic disturbance may be separated into internal and ex-
ternal parts by using 2 layers of DF SECS, one in the iono-
sphere and the other inside the Earth. There is also a 1-
dimensional variant of the method, as indicated in Table 1,
developed by Vanham¨ aki et al. (2003) and Juusola et al.
(2006). This is discussed in Sect. 7 together with other 1-
dimensional analysis methods.
4 Current as the primary output
Amm (2001) developed the elementary current method (see
Table 1) for calculating the actual (not equivalent) iono-
spheric current J using the ground magnetic ﬁeld BG and
ﬁeld-aligned current jk measured by a ﬂeet of satellites as
input data. The ionospheric current is written as a sum of its
curl- and divergence-free parts as in Eq. (10),
J =Jpot+Jrot. (28)
The divergence-free part Jrot is obtained from ground mag-
netic ﬁeld, as discussed in the previous section, and Jpot can
be integrated from the FAC.
Both curl- and divergence-free parts of J are straightfor-
wardly obtained using the elementary current systems, dis-
cussed in Sect. 2.3, hence the name of the method used in
Table 1. SECS-based analysis of the ground magnetic data
is discussed in Sect. 3.3. The ﬁeld-aligned current jk can be
directly integrated using Eqs. (4), (18) and (12), thus giving
the curl-free part of the current. If data is available globally,
J is uniquely determined. However, in mesoscale studies the
solution is not unique, for a Laplacian ﬁeld with zero curl and
divergence inside the analysis area can be added to J, as in
Eq. (10).
Ground magnetic data is readily available from different
magnetometer networks, but FAC measurements suitable for
event analysis are harder to obtain. A ﬂeet of nearby located
satellites (such as Cluster or Swarm) can provide multi-point
measurements of FAC over a limited region. However, ob-
servations spanning several minutes have to be combined, so
that a sufﬁcient number of data points to infer 2-dimensional
FAC distribution is obtained. Large scale FAC distribution
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can be estimated using engineering magnetometer data from
the Iridium satellite constellation (Anderson et al., 2000;
Green et al., 2006), although at a limited spatial and temporal
resolution.
In the elementary current method the ionospheric current
is obtained directly from the equivalent currents (derived
from the ground magnetic ﬁeld data) and the FAC distribu-
tion (derived from the satellite magnetic ﬁeld data), without
any assumed parameters. If also measurements of the elec-
tric ﬁeld are available (e.g. from radars), the ionospheric con-
ductances are obtained from Eq. (3). Amm (2001) studied
the applicability of the elementary current method using a
simulated passage of the Cluster spacecraft over the MIR-
ACLE network illustrated in Fig. 1. The results shown in
Fig. 4 demonstrate that the ionospheric current, as well as
the Hall and Pedersen conductances can be reconstructed by
the method to a good accuracy.
Green et al. (2007) estimated the large scale ionospheric
conductance distribution by combining ground and satellite-
based magnetic measurements with E obtained from Super-
DARN and DMSP satellite. Instead of using elementary sys-
tems, Green et al. (2007) derived the ionospheric current by
using two potentials, as in Eq. (6). The potentials were ex-
panded in terms of spherical cap harmonics (discussed in
Sect. 3.1) and ﬁtted to the magnetic data in a 40◦ cap. The
results obtained by Green et al. (2007) in an event study
agree with statistical models, although sparse data coverage
resulted in signiﬁcant uncertainties.
One possible addition to the existing analysis methods
may be obtained, if we assume that the conductance ratio
α =6H/6P, instead of the electric ﬁeld, is known in addi-
tion to J. This possibility is discussed in connection with
the Method of Characteristics in Sect. 6.
5 Electric ﬁeld as the primary output
In Table 1 we have included two methods that give the iono-
spheric electric ﬁeld as the primary output. The KRM-
method (named after Kamide, Richmond and Matsushita)
was introduced by Kamide et al. (1981) and takes ground
magnetic ﬁeld BG (or equivalent current) and ionospheric
conductances as input data. In the 4th method1 the ﬁeld
aligned current jk is used instead of BG.
In a sense, also the AMIE-method (Assimilative Mapping
of Ionospheric Electrodynamics, introduced by Richmond
and Kamide, 1988) falls into this category, as it gives the
ionospheric electric potential as the main output. AMIE is
a data assimilation procedure, essentially based on Optimal
Interpolation theory (e.g. Matsuo et al., 2005). It assimilates
measured electric ﬁelds, ionospheric currents, and magnetic
ﬁeld perturbations into a statistical model of the electric po-
tential, assuming that the the ionospheric conductances are
1As far as we are aware, there is no commonly used name for
this method.
given as input data. However, AMIE is not really suitable
for mesoscale event studies, as it is designed for global-scale
analysis, and relies quite heavily on statistical models of the
electric potential and conductances. For further discussion
about AMIE and examples of application see e.g. Knipp et
al. (1993) or Richmond et al. (1998), and references therein.
5.1 KRM and FAC-based electric ﬁeld calculation
The curl and divergence of the Ohm’s law are written out
in Eqs. (8)–(9). The divergence of the horizontal current is
directly connected to the FAC, as in Eq. (4). The curl of J
can be calculated from the ionospheric equivalent current, as
discussed in Sect. 2.2,
(∇×J)r =(∇×Jeq,ion)r, (29)
It is usually assumed that the ionospheric electric ﬁeld is a
potential ﬁeld (inductive effects are neglected), so that
E =−∇φE. (30)
While not always exactly true (see Sect. 8), Eq. (30) is usu-
ally a good approximation and simpliﬁes the theory consid-
erably.
Putting Eqs. (8)–(9) and (29)–(30) together, we get two
second order partial differential equations for the electric po-
tential φE,
6H∇2φE+∇6H·∇φE−(∇6P×∇φE)r =(∇×Jeq,ion)r,(31)
6P∇2φE+∇6P·∇φE−(∇6H×∇φE)r =−jk. (32)
These equations can be solved for the electric potential, once
the ionospheric conductances, FAC or Jeq,ion and the bound-
ary condition for φE are speciﬁed.
Equation (31) forms the basis of the KRM method, which
has been extensively applied in event studies as well as in
statistical investigations (see e.g. Ahn et al., 1995; Kamide et
al., 1996; Glassmeier, 1987; Untiedt and Baumjohann, 1993,
and references therein). On the other hand, Eq. (32) is mainly
used in statistical studies, where global FAC distributions are
obtained by integrating satellite observations of jk over mul-
tiple orbits (see e.g. Sect. 2.4.3 of Untiedt and Baumjohann,
1993, and references therein). Also global MHD simulations
usually solve the ionospheric part of the simulation by giving
conductances and FAC as output from the magnetosphere,
and then map the resulting potential electric ﬁeld back to the
magnetosphere (e.g. Janhunen, 1998).
Ground magnetic measurements, and therefore also
Jeq,ion, are quite readily available, at least over the conti-
nents. However, it is very hard to measure FAC distribution
over an extended region with sufﬁcient spatial and tempo-
ral resolution that Eq. (32) could be used in an event study,
although estimates based on Iridium satellite data (e.g. An-
derson et al., 2000) might be suitable.
ProbablythegreatestuncertaintiesinsolvingEqs.(31)and
(32) are caused by the input conductance distributions, as
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Model Reconstruction
Fig. 4. Original model (left) and results of the elementary current method (right). From top to bottom: True ionospheric currents, Hall
conductance (in siemens) and Pedersen conductance (in siemens). Reproduced from Figs. 3 and 5 of Amm (2001).
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demonstrated by Murison et al. (1985) for the KRM method.
Two-dimensional ionospheric conductance distributions are
quite difﬁcult to obtain from direct measurements, but esti-
mates may be derived from satellite or all-sky camera images
andriometerdata(e.g.,Lummerzheimetal.,1991;Janhunen,
2001; Aksnes et al., 2005; Senior et al., 2008). However,
these estimates rely on semi-empirical formulas that ﬁrst re-
late optical emissions to the ﬂux and characteristic energy
of the precipitating electrons, which are then used to esti-
mate the height-integrated conductances. Statistical mod-
els (e.g., Fuller-Rowell and Evans, 1987) are also available
and a rough conductance estimates may be derived from the
ground magnetic data (Ahn et al., 1998), but these are less
suitable for event analysis.
If Eqs. (31) or (32) are solved globally, we only have to
ﬁx the zero level of φE. Also in semi-global studies, that
cover either the northern or southern auroral regions, bound-
ary conditions for the electric potential are not problematic,
as they have to be speciﬁed only at the mid-latitudes, where
the electric ﬁeld is rather small in any case. However, in
mesoscale studies boundary conditions play an important
role.
5.2 Local solution
Murison et al. (1985) solved Eq. (31) in a mesoscale study,
where the Harang discontinuity was present over northern
Scandinavia. They found that the electric ﬁeld, and con-
sequently also the currents, strongly depend on the bound-
ary conditions that are imposed on φE at the boundaries of
the analysis area. This severely limits the use of the KRM
method in regional studies. Also the FAC-based method is
affected by boundary conditions in a similar manner.
Kamide et al. (2003) developed a local variant of the KRM
method, where the KRM equation is solved in areas of good
data coverage and the required boundary conditions are ob-
tained using the AMIE technique (Richmond and Kamide,
1988). This allows use of the local KRM in a straightfor-
ward manner, for example in real-time space weather mon-
itoring. However, it should be kept in mind that in absence
of global data coverage AMIE gives results that are mostly
based on statistical models. Therefore the obtained boundary
conditions, and also the KRM solution, may not be accurate
enough for studying speciﬁc events in detail.
More recently Vanham¨ aki and Amm (2007) introduced a
different, SECS-based approach of solving the local KRM
problem. Instead of directly solving the electric ﬁeld, Van-
ham¨ aki and Amm (2007) try to ﬁnd such a curl-free current
system JCF, that together with the equivalent current Jeq,ion
and the given conductances, the electric ﬁeld becomes a po-
tential ﬁeld. Vanham¨ aki (2010) generalized this approach so
that either Jeq,ion or FAC can be used as input. Also spheri-
cal geometry, tilted magnetic ﬁeld lines and inductive effects
were taken into account, so that the method can be used in
global studies as well. A brief review of the method is given
below.
5.3 Solution with elementary systems
With SECS we can calculate the horizontal current from its
curl and divergence, as
J=M1·ICF+M2·IDF (33)
The vector J contains the θ- and φ-components of J at the
grid points rn =(RI,θn,φn),
J=

Jθ(r1) Jφ(r1) Jθ(r2) ...
T , (34)
while the vectors ICF and IDF contain the scaling factors of
the CF and DF SECS at grid points rel, respectively
ICF =
h
ICF(rel
1 ) ICF(rel
2 ) ICF(rel
3 ) ...
iT
, (35)
IDF =
h
IDF(rel
1 ) IDF(rel
2 ) IDF(rel
3 ) ...
iT
, (36)
Here IDF(rel) and ICF(rel) should be interpreted as the av-
erage divergence and curl of J over the grid cells, as in
Eqs. (18) and (19). The components of the transfer matrices
M1,2 can be calculated using Eqs. (12) and (13), as explained
in detail by Vanham¨ aki (2010).
The electric ﬁeld can be solved from Ohm’s law as
E =(6PJ −6Hˆ ez×J)/(62
P+62
H). (37)
For simplicity we assume here a vertical (radial) background
magnetic ﬁeld. The necessary modiﬁcations for tilted ﬁeld
lines have been included by Vanham¨ aki (2010).
The curl and divergence of the inverted Ohm’s law give us
two relations between the electric ﬁeld and current. In this
case we need only the curl of E, which can be written in
terms of elementary systems as
curlE=L1·ICF+L2·IDF. (38)
The vector curlE contains r-component of the curl of the
electric ﬁeld at the grid points rel and is analogous to the
vectorJdeﬁnedabove. ThematricesL1,2 canbeconstructed
using the previously deﬁned matrices M1,2 and the inverted
Ohm’s law, as outlined by Vanham¨ aki (2010).
If we use the potential approximation (∇ ×E)r = 0, we
get a simple relation
L1·ICF+L2·IDF =0. (39)
This can be solved for either ICF (FAC) or IDF (equivalent
current), depending on which one is given as the input. Iono-
spheric induction can be included by relating curlE to ICF
and IDF via Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws. This is discussed
in more detail in Sect. 8.2.
One of the advantages in the SECS-based approach is
the automatic inclusion of boundary conditions in mesoscale
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studies. Asthevectorﬁeldsareconstructedfromdivergences
and curls, the natural and implicitly included boundary con-
dition is to assume that outside the analysis area the vector
ﬁelds are source-free. This is probably not a totally correct
assumption in most situations, but it is a very convenient one
and has been proven to work quite well in practice (Van-
ham¨ aki and Amm, 2007).
It should be noticed that in the traditional KRM method
only the local quantity (∇ ×Jeq,ion)r enters the differential
equation, even if Jeq,ion were known in a larger area than
6H and 6P, which is often the case in mesoscale studies. In
the SECS-based approach the whole vector Jeq,ion is used
in constructing the matrices M1,2, so that all the informa-
tion available from the ground magnetic ﬁeld is taken into
account. This difference may have a signiﬁcant impact in
mesoscale studies, both for the KRM and FAC-based meth-
ods.
Vanham¨ aki and Amm (2007) tested the SECS-based KRM
methodandcomparedtheresultsagainstthetraditionalKRM
solutions using several realistic models of typical mesoscale
phenomena in the auroral ionosphere. In the SECS-based
KRM results the average error over the whole analysis area
is typically around 20–40%, whereas the errors in the tradi-
tional KRM results are signiﬁcantly larger. Figure 5 shows
one example, where the analysis method is applied to a data-
based model of a westward traveling surge. The input model
used in the analysis consists of Hall and Pedersen conduc-
tances and Jeq,ion, but only the output quantities (electric
ﬁeld, horizontal current and FAC) are shown in Fig. 5, to-
gether with their deviations from the original model. Apart
from some errors near the boundaries, the results are reason-
ably accurate.
6 Conductances as the primary output
A weak point of the techniques discussed in the previous sec-
tion is that both ionospheric conductances need to be input
quantities. Direct conductance measurements are difﬁcult to
obtain, and on a mesoscale area with a time resolution of the
order of seconds such measurements are unavailable with the
present day instrumentation. As discussed before, the use of
statistical conductance models, or the estimation of conduc-
tances from ground-based or satellite optical data both in-
volve a substantial number of intrinsic approximations. In
case of statistical models, smaller scale variations in the ac-
tual conductance distribution may not be well represented by
the statistical prediction, or it even might not represent the
actual conductance distribution very well at all.
For the methods discussed in this section, only the Hall to
Pedersen conductance ratio α =6H/6P is needed as an in-
put parameter, and the individual conductance distributions
are the primary output of the techniques. Not only does this
remove one degree of freedom from the total amount of as-
sumptions needed (cf. Table 1), but it also has the advantage
that α is more accessible for an estimation by ground-based
data sets than the individual conductances themselves. This
has been shown by Lester et al. (1996), and recently Juu-
sola et al. (2007) obtained well-deﬁned statistical relations
between α and the magnitude of the zonal component of the
ionospheric equivalent currents.
On the other hand, these methods require the ionospheric
electric ﬁeld distribution as input. On a mesoscale area, such
data are at present only available from ionospheric coher-
ent scatter radar systems such as STARE (Greenwald et al.,
1978, discontinued in 2005) or SuperDARN (Greenwald et
al., 1995). The actual availability of data depends on whether
or not the ionospheric condition is favorable for the radars
to receive a signal scattered back from ionospheric irregu-
larities (e.g. Milan et al., 1997). In the future, with improv-
ing technologies and increasing numbers of measurement de-
vices, also incoherent scatter radar systems such as AMISR
(Nicolls and Heinselman, 2007) or the planned EISCAT 3-D
are expected to be able to provide data sets of the ionospheric
electric ﬁeld on an extended area.
The technique for solving ﬁrst the ionospheric Hall con-
ductance from spatial measurements of the ground magnetic
ﬁeld, the ionospheric electric ﬁeld, and an assumption for α
is called “method of characteristics”. It has ﬁrst been de-
veloped by Inhester et al. (1992) in Cartesian coordinates,
then been extensively tested with modeled data sets by Amm
(1995), and ﬁnally been deﬁned for a spherical geometry by
Amm (1998). In this original version of the method, in the
ﬁrst step, the ground magnetic ﬁeld data are used to calcu-
lateionosphericequivalentcurrents, asdescribedinSect.3.3.
Therefore, this version which solely relies on ground-based
data is also called the “Jeq-based” version of the method
of characteristics. Later on, Amm (2002) showed that if
spatial measurements of ﬁeld-aligned currents are available
from satellite data, this data can be used to replace the iono-
spheric equivalent currents as input. This second version of
the method of characteristics is thus called the “FAC-based”
version. Since both versions are mathematically completely
analogous and only use different parameters, in the follow-
ing we present the Jeq -based version of the technique, and
only brieﬂy mention the differences of the FAC-based ver-
sion thereafter. In Sect. 9.1 we outline two possible exten-
sions of the method of characteristics, so that more diverse
input data sets could be analyzed.
Using Ohm’s law (3), the current continuity relation (4)
and the calculation of ionospheric equivalent currents from
the ground magnetic ﬁeld disturbance (Sect. 3.3), and by
deﬁning a vector ﬁeld V as
V =E−(E×ˆ er)/α (40)
and two scalar ﬁelds C and D as
C =∇·V, (41)
D =−(∇×Jeq,ion)r (42)
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Fig. 5. Example where the elementary system -based local KRM method is applied to an empirical model of a westward traveling surge.
Lefthand panels show the electric ﬁeld, horizontal current and FAC obtained with the SECS-based KRM method, while the righthand panels
show the difference between the solution and the original model. Adapted from Fig. 10 of Vanham¨ aki and Amm (2007).
we arrive at the following ﬁrst-order partial differential equa-
tion:
1
RI
∂6H
∂θ
Vθ +
1
RIsinθ
∂6H
∂φ
Vφ+C6H =D. (43)
This can be solved for 6H, since V, C, and D are known
from the input data and from the assumption of α. RI is
the distance of the ionospheric current sheet from the Earth’s
center, typically approximated as 6471km. The main idea of
the method of characteristics is to split up Eq. (43) into two
ordinary ﬁrst-order differential equations, and then solve 6H
by integrating the ﬁrst of these equations along the charac-
teristics of Eq. (43), which are given by the second equation.
The solution for 6H along each characteristic r(l) is then
given by
6H(r(l))=6H(r0)e−I(0,l)+
Z l
0
D(r(l0))e−I(l0,l)
|V(r(l0))|
dl0, (44)
with
I(l0,l)=
Z l
l0
C(r(l00))
|V(r(l00))|
dl00. (45)
The characteristics r(l), with l being the geometric path
lenght along the characteristic, are deﬁned by
d
dl
r(l)=
Vθ(r(l))sinθ ˆ eθ +Vφ(r(l))ˆ eφ
RIsinθ|V(r(l))|
. (46)
The solution of Eq. (45) consists of two terms, in the ﬁrst
of which an unknown boundary value 6H(r0) occurs, while
the second term is fully determined by the input quantities.
The inﬂuence of the unknown boundary value decreases ex-
ponentially with positive I(0,l), and typically it becomes in-
signiﬁcant after a short distance along the characteristic. In
case that I(0,l) is predominantly negative along a character-
istic, the direction of integration is reversed, which changes
the sign of I(0,l), in order to again obtain a decreasing in-
ﬂuence of the unknown boundary value. Since every char-
acteristic intersects the boundary of the region under study
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Fig. 6. Sketch illustrating the relation between the tangent ﬁeld V,
the characteristic r(l) generated by V, and the two types of bound-
aries of the domain, the “inﬂuencing” and “dependent” boundaries.
The boundary curve is drawn as a heavy line where it is of the “in-
ﬂuencing” type. Note how in (b) the presence of a singular point
changes the characteristics and diminishes the “inﬂuencing” part on
the boundary curve as compared to (a), the case without a singular-
ity. Reproduced from Inhester et al. (1992).
twice, boundary values are needed at most for 50% of the
total boundary. Typically, due to the positive divergence of
the characteristics in the direction of integration, as is as-
sured by a positive I(0,l), the part of the boundary for which
boundary values are needed is far less than half of the total
boundary (see Fig. 6, left panel). A special case are charac-
teristics that end into a “singular point” (Fig. 6, right panel).
At these points, 6H can be directly calculated from the data,
and thus no boundary values are needed for the integration
along such characteristics. It is noted that if the analysis area
is the whole northern or southern auroral zone, and if the
electric ﬁeld has a zero potential outside of this zone, then
every characteristic will end in a singular point. Therefore,
in this case no boundary conditions are needed at all.
With the resulting distribution of 6H from the successive
application of Eq. (44), together with the input distributions,
the remaining set of the ionospheric electrodynamic parame-
ters can then easily be calculated using Eqs. (3) and (4).
As mentioned above, the FAC-based method of charac-
teristics is mathematically completely analogous to the Jeq
-based version. Only the following replacements need to be
made:
V →W =E/α+E×ˆ er, (47)
C →Q=∇·W, (48)
D →jk =∇·J. (49)
The Jeq-based method of characteristics has been applied
in numerous studies, out of which we only show here one
example, result from the analysis of an omega band passage
over the MIRACLE network by Amm et al. (2005). The
STARE radar measured the ionospheric electric ﬁeld and the
IMAGE magnetometer network the ground magnetic ﬁeld
(both being part of the MIRACLE network). In this case,
simultaneous data from UV and X-ray measurements on the
Polar satellites with the UVI and PIXIE instruments were
used to estimate α. Figure 7 (upper panel) shows that the
technique can resolve in detail the eastward motion of the
high Hall conductance areas associated with the bright au-
roral tongues of the omega-band. Inside the tongues, the
analysis results into maximum Hall conductances of about
50–60◦ S, while in the dark areas between the tongues very
low conductances of just a few S prevail. While the re-
sults show a clear and consistent motion, they also show that
the omega-bands are not just moving stationary structures,
but signiﬁcant temporal variation is found inside the mov-
ing forms. The associated FAC (Fig. 7, lower panel) show
strong upward/downward FAC at the western/eastern ﬂank of
the tongues, respectively. In fact, most of the total westward
ionospheric current is periodically carried to the ionosphere
and away from it by these FAC. Thus, in the vicinity of the
omega-bands, the substorm current wedge is not a continu-
ous entity, but it is intermittently interrupted and consists of
many smaller scale current wedges.
7 1-dimensional methods
The techniques presented in the previous chapters all operate
in two horizontal dimensions. However, several types of sit-
uations exist in which data are only available along a single
line, and not on a two-dimensional area. Among the most
frequent of such situations are data from the pass of a single
satellite, or from chains of magnetometers. In such cases, if
the analysis of a single event is considered, two-dimensional
analysis techniques naturally cannot be applied. Still, several
of the 2-D techniques can be reduced to 1-dimensional vari-
ants (cf. Table 1) and thus be applied with data along a single
line, provided that a horizontal direction exists in which the
derivative of the measured data is, to a reasonable approxi-
mation, vanishing. This section presents 1-dimensional vari-
ants of several of the techniques that were reviewed in the
previous section, and also discusses how to validate the 1-D
assumption, and how to ﬁnd an optimal coordinate system
for the 1-D approach.
Before a 1-D analysis approach is applied to a data set, it is
necessary to verify how well the 1-D assumption is realized
in the case under study. While in theory, the term “1-D situa-
tion” is unambiguously deﬁned as a situation with vanishing
derivative of all measurements in one horizontal direction,
in reality such a strict deﬁnition is hardly ever realized. For
the practical application, the term “1-D situation” therefore
refers to an approximation of the theoretical situation, which
is deﬁned by certain conditions that the measured data must
fulﬁll. As examples, we discuss these conditions here for
two typical cases in which 1-D methods are used: Magnetic
ﬁeld data from the overpass of a single low-orbiting satellite,
and a from a magnetometer chain on the ground. Below, the
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Fig. 7. Analysis results of the method of characteristics for an omega-band. Upper panel shows Hall conductance and lower panel ﬁeld-
aligned currents jk (crosses denote downward, squares upward currents; dots give the positions of isolated conductance maxima above 69◦
of latitude, cf. upper panel ). Reproduced from Fig. 6 of Amm et al. (2005)
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term “null gradient direction” corresponds to the direction in
which the derivatives are (approximately) vanishing, and the
term “1-D direction” to the direction perpendicular to this.
Using the assumption that the magnetic ﬁeld disturbance
that a low-orbiting satellite measures stems from the iono-
spheric currents and the FAC only, it is easy to see from an
expansion of the current into 1-D SECS (Sect. 2.3) that the
Br0 and Bθ0 components of the magnetic ﬁeld disturbance are
not independent of each other for a 1-D situation, since both
are solely generated by the Jφ0 current component. (Here
the coordinate system (r0,θ0,φ0) refer to the spherical coor-
dinates with respect to the pole of the 1-D SECS.) Juusola et
al. (2007) have used this fact to apply the following proce-
dure: For a given pole position of the 1-D SECS systems, the
Jφ0 component of the current is computed only from the Br0
component of the measured magnetic ﬁeld disturbance. The
resulting Jφ0 currents create a Bθ0,calc magnetic ﬁeld distur-
bance, which in a perfect 1-D situation would be equal to the
measured Bθ0. The magnetic data of an overpass is deﬁned
as 1-D if a position of the 1-D SECS pole can be found for
which the error between Bθ0,calc and Bθ0 is smaller than a cer-
tain limit. The position of the 1-D SECS pole for which this
error is smallest, which is found by an optimization tech-
nique, deﬁnes the optimum 1-D coordinate system for that
particular overpass. Figure 8 illustrates the error in Bθ0 as a
function of the location of the 1-D SECS pole position, and
the path how the optimization technique ﬁnds the 1-D SECS
pole location with the lowest Bθ0 error.
For the magnetic ﬁeld disturbance data of a ground mag-
netometer chain, a similar approach is less suitable due to the
more signiﬁcant effect of magnetic ﬁeld disturbances caused
by currents induced into the Earth. Although it is possible to
separate the internal and external contributions of the distur-
bance, the separation approach itself would already need the
assumption of a 1-D situation (e.g. Untiedt and Baumjohann,
1993). Therefore, in order to check for a 1-D situation, in this
case it is best to analyze data of some magnetometer stations
which are aligned perpendicular to the main chain direction,
if available. If the direction of the main chain is called u, and
the horizontal direction perpendicular to it v, then a line of
magnetometer stations in v direction can be used to calculate
the derivative of the magnetic ﬁeld disturbance components
in that direction. A good criterion for a 1-D situation is that
the changing length lZ of each magnetic ﬁeld component in
v direction is larger than the extent lv of the magnetometer
line in v direction, i.e.,
lZ =Z/(dZ/dv)>lv, (50)
where Z is used for any of the three magnetic ﬁeld distur-
bance components. A similar procedure can easily be ap-
plied also to other data sets, like, e.g., ionospheric electric
ﬁeld data from a coherent scatter radar.
Fig. 8. Top: a typical example of the 1-D:ness optimization. The
black line with the time stamps shows the track of the CHAMP
satellite. The 1-D optimized part (overﬂight) is highlighted in ma-
genta. The color coding displays the Bθ0 error for the overﬂight, as
a function of the 1-D SECS pole location. The yellow dot shows
the starting point for the optimization at the geomagnetic pole and
the magenta dot the resulting 1-D SECS pole at 79◦ latitude and
−103◦ longitude with Bθ0 error 23%. Bottom: a zoom in of the top
panel showing also the steps taken during the optimization as red
dots connected by black lines. Reproduced from Fig. 6 of Juusola
et al. (2007).
7.1 1-D ionospheric equivalent current determination
Mersmann et al. (1979) used 1-D Fourier analysis (i.e. plane
waves) to determine 1-D ionospheric equivalent currents
from a chain of ground magnetometers. Olsen (1996) pre-
sented an analysis method where the ionospheric equivalent
current sheet is presented as a sum of line currents, whose
amplitudes are then ﬁtted to the observed magnetic ﬁeld. Al-
though Olsen (1996) developed the method for the analysis
of satellite observations, the same formalism may also be
usedwith ground-baseddata. However, the1-D Fourieranal-
ysis is hampered by the need to specify upper and lower lim-
its to the resolved wavelengths, similar to the 2-D harmonic
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methods discussed in Sect. 3.1, and the line current method
of Olsen (1996) does not properly take into account Earth’s
curvature in the direction perpendicular to the observatory
chain.
To overcome these difﬁculties Vanham¨ aki et al. (2003) in-
troduced a technique based on 1-D elementary systems. Ex-
cept for the use of 1-D SECS instead of 2-D SECS, and the
corresponding 1-D output of ionospheric equivalent currents
along a single line, the technique is fully analogous to the
2-D variant presented in Sect. 3.3. Vanham¨ aki et al. (2003)
have tested the technique using synthetic data sets with very
good results, and then applied it with real data from the IM-
AGE and 210 MM magnetometer chains (Fig. 1 and Yumoto,
2009, respectively).
7.2 1-D method of characteristics
As already shown by Inhester et al. (1992), in a 1-D case the
integral Eqs. (44) and (45) for the method of characteristics
reduce to the simple algebraic relation
6H(u)=
Jeq,ion,u(u)+const
Vu(u)
, (51)
where Jeq,ion,u is the ionospheric equivalent current in the 1-
D direction, as determined with the technique presented in
Sect. 7.1. As Inhester et al. (1992) pointed out, if there is
a location u0 along the proﬁle where Vu =0, then this sets
the unknown constant in Eq. (51) to const=−Jeq,ion,u(u0).
Moreover, the constant is also deﬁned along the whole pro-
ﬁle if at one single point of the proﬁle a measurement of the
Hall conductance exists. If such a measurement is not avail-
able, another suitable approach to estimate the constant is
to assume a low background conductance in an area of the
proﬁle that is located outside of any electrojet activity, as de-
termined by the ionospheric equivalent currents.
7.3 1-D ionospheric currents and FAC determination
from low-orbiting satellite magnetic data
Magnetic data of a low-orbiting satellite can be used to de-
termine both ionospheric currents and FAC if the situation
can well be approximated as 1-D (see above), by expanding
the magnetic disturbance recorded by the satellite into 1-D
SECS. Similar to the techniques presented in Sects. 3.3 and
7.1, the data is used to calculate optimum scaling factors of
the 1-D SECS, which in turn determine both the ionospheric
currents and FAC. This approach has ﬁrst been presented by
Juusola et al. (2006), and shown to be superior to previously
used techniques to calculate ionospheric currents from satel-
lite data (e.g. Olsen, 1996). One major advantage of using
1-D SECS for this type of analysis is that by placing SECS
poles at certain distances, a spatial scale is selected naturally,
which is the same for both components of the resulting iono-
spheric currents and for the FAC. Therefore, it makes sense
to combine the results for the different current components
Fig. 9. Scatter plot of Jφ determined from ground-based measure-
ments (IMAGE) by the 2-D SECS method versus Jφ determined
from satellite-based measurements (CHAMP) by the 1S SECS
method. The ground-based Jφ is averaged over the approximately
4min it takes for the satellite to pass over IMAGE. In red is shown
a line ﬁtted to the points, and the linear correlation coefﬁcient is
denoted by r. A line passing through the origin with a unit slope
is drawn in blue. To create this plot, data from 124 satellite passes
over IMAGE with an error smaller than 60% during 2001 and 2002
were used. Reproduced from Fig. 5 of Juusola et al. (2007).
for further analysis, even though the magnetic ﬁeld caused
by the FAC is local to the satellite while the one caused by
the ionospheric currents is remote. It should be noted that
the 1-D SECS technique also makes it possible to analyze
low-orbiting satellite and ground-based magnetometer data
simultaneously, by combining the techniques of Sect. 7.1 and
of this section into a single 1-D SECS expansion.
This technique has been extensively used with data of the
CHAMP satellite (e.g. Ritter et al., 2004), which passes over
the auroral ionosphere at about 400km altitude. Juusola et
al. (2007) have analyzed more than 6000 passes between 55◦
and 76.5◦ northern geomagnetic latitude during 2001 and
2002 which satisfy their 1-D condition. In order to cross-
check the resulting ionospheric currents with results from
ground-based magnetometer analysis, the authors selected
passes of CHAMP over the MIRACLE network (Fig. 1),
and used the technique presented in Sect. 3.3 to determine
the 2-D ionospheric equivalent currents from the MIRACLE
data. They then compared 1-D proﬁles of these results along
each CHAMP overpass with the results of ionospheric cur-
rents from the 1-D SECS analysis of the CHAMP data. As
can be seen from Fig. 9, the correspondence between the two
is very good with a correlation coefﬁcient of 0.9, especially
when taking into account that the ground-based technique
providesequivalentcurrentsandthesatellite-basedtechnique
realones. Inpractice, theresultsofJuusolaetal.(2007)show
that the ground-based and satellite results are interchange-
able when the satellite passes over a ground magnetometer
array.
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Fig. 10. Current components Jr (FAC), Jθ and Jφ as function of magnetic latitude and MLT, binned with respect to the IMF BZ and BY.
There are bins for negative (<3 nT), around zero (<|3|nT) and positive (>3nT) values of both components. The bin and the number of
overpasses used to construct the four plots are denoted on top of each set. Resolution of the plots is 0.5h in MLT and 1◦ in latitude. Top left
plot of each panel shows the distribution of CHAMP measurements in the data set. Reproduced from Fig. 12 of Juusola et al. (2007).
Juusola et al. (2007) combined the results of all CHAMP
passes into a statistical study of the dependence of iono-
spheric currents and FAC of the general geomagnetic activ-
ity level, of season, and of the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld
(IMF). As an example, Fig. 10 shows the dependence of Jr
(FAC), Jθ and Jφ of the IMF, in addition to the data cover-
age for each IMF bin, as a function of geomagnetic latitude
and MLT. Further, in a 1-D case it is possible to calculate the
value of the Hall-to-Pedersen conductance ratio α from the
magnetic data alone, simply as
α =−Jφ/Jθ. (52)
The parameter α is an important factor in ionosphere-
magnetosphere physics, as it is representative for the mean
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Fig. 11. Average α during 2001–2002 as a function of magnetic latitude and MLT. The resolution of the plots is 1◦ in latitude and 0.5h in
MLT, and α is given according to the color bar on the right hand side of each plot. The upmost plot is constructed using all available data,
the plots in the middle row are binned with respect to activity and those in the bottom row with respect to season (the bin is denoted on the
left hand side of each plot). Reproduced from Fig. 15 of Juusola et al. (2007).
energy of precipitating particles (Robinson et al., 1987), and
is needed as input for other techniques, such as the method of
characteristics (Sect. 6). Juusola et al. (2007) presented an-
alytical, average relations between α and Jφ, separately for
westward and eastward electrojet conditions, and for sum-
mer, equinox and winter. They also presented the results in
global, statistical maps of α, reproduced in Fig. 11, which
constitutes the most extensive data-based description of this
parameter over the whole auroral zone as yet. Recently, us-
ing the same data set and technique, Juusola et al. (2009) also
analyzed the dependence of ionospheric currents and FAC on
the solar wind dynamic pressure.
8 Induction in ionospheric electrodynamics
It is usually assumed that inductive phenomena in the iono-
sphere are negligible. This is a central assumption in many
of the analysis methods reviewed in Table 1, because it al-
lows us to present the ionospheric electric ﬁeld in terms of a
potential, as in Eq. (30). However, in certain very dynamical
situations this assumption is not valid, and the electric ﬁeld
may have a considerable induced rotational part.
Those methods where the electric ﬁeld is an input param-
eter (e.g. the method of characteristics) can in principle han-
dle inductive electric ﬁelds. However, in practice the input E
ﬁeldisoftenpreprocessedinsuchawaythattheinductivero-
tational part of the measured ﬁeld may be lost in the process.
For example, the SuperDARN potential mapping technique
(Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998) is based on the assumption
∇×E =0, although recently Amm et al. (2010) presented a
technique that allows to pertain the curl when E is calculated
from line-of-sight radar data.
Ionospheric self-induction has been studied in the frame-
work of Alfv´ en wave reﬂection at the ionospheric bound-
ary of a magnetic ﬂux-tube. When an incident shear Alfv´ en
wave carrying a potential electric ﬁeld is reﬂected from the
non-isotropically conducting ionosphere, the reﬂected wave
consists of both shear and fast mode waves. This induc-
tion induced mode coupling has been noted for some time
(e.g. Allan and Knox, 1979a,b), although many authors have
considered it negligible (e.g. Glassmeier, 1984). Yoshikawa
and Itonaga (1996) studied the reﬂection and mode conver-
sion coefﬁcients in detail, and concluded that ionospheric
self-induction plays a signiﬁcant role at large scale-lengths
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Fig. 12. Lenz’s law in ionospheric electrodynamics (assuming uniform conductances and downward pointing background magnetic ﬁeld).
Changes in the potential electric ﬁeld and associated currents (JP and JH) create rotational induced electric ﬁeld. Direction of induced E is
such that induced Pedersen currents oppose the change in rotational currents. This means that the induced Hall currents enhance the change
in divergent currents and associated FAC. In the case of non-uniform ionospheric conductances the situation is more complicated.
and/or when Hall conductance is large. Later studies by e.g.
Buchert (1998), Yoshikawa and Itonaga (2000), Lysak and
Song (2001), Lysak (2004) and Sciffer et al. (2004), have
conﬁrmed these results and investigated further the reﬂec-
tion process and the propagation of the shear and fast mode
waves in the ionosphere.
While the Alfv´ en wave models have given us a better
understanding of the ionospheric inductive phenomena, ge-
omagnetic pulsations and coupling of the ionosphere and
magnetosphere, they are not really suitable for event stud-
ies. The main problem is that in all these models the spa-
tial and temporal distribution of the incident Alfv´ en waves
above the ionosphere is assumed to be known. This is quite
a restrictive assumption in practical studies, because the in-
cident wave pattern is very hard to measure. To the authors’
knowledge there seems to be no empirical models of Alfv´ en
wave patterns related to some speciﬁc ionospheric events.
In principle one could use a magnetospheric MHD simu-
lation as an input in the Alfv´ en wave scheme. However,
current simulations use electrostatic ionospheric solvers and
it would not be straightforward to couple them to an iono-
spheric Alfv´ en wave solver (Janhunen, 1998). Only very re-
cently, Yoshikawa et al. (2010) presented a plausible cou-
pling scheme for this purpose.
8.1 Lenz’s law in the ionosphere
Lenz’s law states that the direction of the induced electric
ﬁeldinaloopofwireissuchthattheinducedcurrentopposes
the change of magnetic ﬂux through the loop. At ﬁrst one
might think that according to Lenz’s law the induced iono-
spheric currents should oppose the original currents. How-
ever, this is not always the case, as can be seen in the exam-
ples presented by Vanham¨ aki et al. (2007). In many cases
induction seems to enhance the change in FAC ﬂowing be-
tween the ionosphere and magnetosphere. This somewhat
counterintuitive result is explained in Fig. 12, which is a
schematic presentation of Lenz’s law in ionospheric electro-
dynamics. It should be noted that only rotational currents are
associated with the radial component of magnetic ﬁeld that
goes through the ionospheric current layer. The induced cur-
rents oppose the change in the rotational current, and hence
also the change of magnetic ﬂux through the ionospheric
plane, but enhance the change in the divergent currents. This
tendency of inductive currents to enhance the change of FAC
was also noted by Buchert (1998) and Yoshikawa and Iton-
aga (2000).
8.2 Including inductive effects in existing data-analysis
methods
It is possible to modify the existing data-analysis methods
so that inductive effects are included in the analysis self-
consistently. One obvious requirement is that the analysis is
performed on time series, rather than individual time steps,
since induction is related to the time derivative of the mag-
netic ﬁeld.
Recently, Vanham¨ aki (2010) developed an inductive iono-
spheric solver for MHD simulations. The same formal-
ism can also be used for the KRM method, as discussed in
Sect. 5.3, where the electrostatic solution given by Eq. (39)
was derived. The electrodynamic (inductive) solution is ob-
tained by relating the curl of the electric ﬁeld, curlE, to the
divergence- and curl-free current systems, ICF and IDF, re-
spectively, via Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws.
Using the same notation as in in Sect. 5.3, Faraday’s law
can be written in terms of SECS as
curlE=−
∂Br
∂t
, (53)
where the vector Br contains the radial magnetic ﬁeld at the
grid points ru,
Br =[Br(r1) Br(r2) Br(r3) ...]T . (54)
The vector Br can be written as a function of the current as
Br =N1·ICF+N2·IDF. (55)
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The matrices N1,2 can be obtained using the expressions for
the magnetic ﬁelds of individual elementary systems, as out-
lined by Vanham¨ aki (2010). In the case of a vertical back-
ground magnetic ﬁeld N1 =0.
Equations (39), (53) and (55) can be combined as
L1·ICF+L2·IDF =−
∂
∂t
(N1·ICF+N2·IDF). (56)
Similar to the electrostatic solution in Eq. (39), also this
equation can be integrated step-by-step in time with either
IDF (equivalent current) or ICF (FAC) as the input data, re-
sulting in an inductive KRM method or FAC-based solver,
respectively.
Also the analysis method developed by Takeda (2008)
takes magnetospheric FAC distributions and ionospheric
conductances as input data, but the mathematical approach is
somewhat different from Vanham¨ aki (2010). Takeda (2008)
represent the divergence-free current with a potential ψJ, as
in Eq. (6), while the curl-free part of the current is expanded
as a sum of simple vector systems equivalent to the CF SECS
used by Vanham¨ aki (2010). On a global scale, with FAC as
input data, the two formulations should be equivalent. How-
ever, on mesoscales the boundary conditions are somewhat
different, and Takeda (2008) did not consider using ground
magnetic ﬁeld as input, instead of FAC.
8.3 Examples of ionospheric self-induction
Vanham¨ aki et al. (2006) presented a calculation method that
solves the ionospheric induction problem self-consistently
using the ionospheric potential electric ﬁeld and conduc-
tances as input. This calculation method can handle non-
uniform, time-dependent ionospheric conductances and elec-
tric ﬁelds of any geometry. Vanham¨ aki et al. (2007) applied
this method to several realistic, data-based models of typ-
ical ionospheric current systems, including an intensifying
electrojet, a westward traveling surge (WTS) and an -band.
In the WTS and -band models the induced electric ﬁeld is
concentrated in a small area where the time derivatives are
largest, as demonstrated in Fig. 13. In the electrojet model
the induced ﬁeld is signiﬁcant over a large part of the jet
area. In these examples the induced electric ﬁeld has typi-
cal values of a few mVm−1, which nevertheless amounts to
several tens of percents of the potential electric ﬁeld present
at the same locations. The induced electric ﬁeld is associated
with horizontal and ﬁeld-aligned currents, that modify the
overall structure of the current systems. Especially the in-
duced FAC are often comparable to the non-inductive FAC,
and may thus signiﬁcantly modify the coupling between the
ionosphere and magnetosphere in the most dynamical situa-
tions.
Takeda (2008) found that global current systems with a
period of less than 4 min are signiﬁcantly affected by the
induction ﬁeld. The model results are consistent with the
observed characteristics of the preliminary impulse of storm
commencement.
Vanham¨ aki (2010) demonstrated the SECS-based induc-
tive ionospheric solver, by analyzing the same WTS and -
bands models as studied by Vanham¨ aki et al. (2007) and Van-
ham¨ aki and Amm (2007) with earlier versions of the algo-
rithm (discussed in Sects. 8.2 and 5.3, respectively). Fig-
ure 14 illustrates the difference between the electrostatic
(Eq. 39) and electrodynamic (Eq. 56) solutions for the WTS.
The temporal evolution was created by moving the static
model at 10kms−1 westward.
Even though the induced rotational part of the electric ﬁeld
is rather small, only ∼0.8Vkm−1 in this case, the difference
between the static and electrodynamic solutions in Fig. 14
is signiﬁcant. The rotational electric ﬁeld is concentrated in
the highly conducting “head” of the WTS, where also the
static potential electric ﬁeld is suppressed. Consequently, the
induced ﬁeld aligned currents contribute about 20–30% of
the total FAC in this area. As the total FAC is a ﬁxed input
parameter in this analysis method, also the potential part of
E is indirectly modiﬁed by induction. This effect does not
appear in the results obtained by Vanham¨ aki et al. (2007), see
Fig. 13, as in their calculation method the potential electric
ﬁeld is a ﬁxed input parameter.
9 New development
In this section we discuss some selected new developments
related to the data-analysis tools reviewed above. In Sect. 9.1
we outline two possible extensions of the method of char-
acteristics that may have some applications with currently
available data. Future multi-satellite missions at low Earth
orbit enable a more extensive determination of ionospheric
currents and FAC than possible with the 1-D methods dis-
cussed in Sect. 7.3. These new possibilities are explored in
Sect. 9.2. We conclude this outlook by brieﬂy discussion the
possibilities for 3-D ionospheric data-analysis in Sect. 9.3.
9.1 New versions of the method of characteristics
In the presently used formulations of the method of charac-
teristics discussed in Sect. 6, it was assumed that the conduc-
tance ratio α is a known input parameter. However, from a
technical point of view it is equally possible to use either the
Hall or Pedersen conductance as an input parameter, instead
of α. If 6P is known, we can start with relation
[∇×(6HE)]r =[∇×(Jeq,ion−6PE)]r,
where the right side is known from the input data. This can
be written out as
∇6H·(E×ˆ er)+6H∇·(E×ˆ er)=[∇×(Jeq,ion−6PE)]r,(57)
which is completely analogous to Eq. (43). This thus far
overlooked approach may have some applications, as Senior
et al. (2008) showed that 6P can be estimated quite accu-
rately from all-sky camera images taken at 557.7nm.
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Fig. 13. Lefthand panels show the potential electric ﬁeld and associated horizontal and ﬁeld-aligned currents of the quasi-static westward
traveling surge model. Righthand panels show the induced electric ﬁeld and associated currents that are created when the WTS system is
moving at 10kms−1 westward. Modiﬁed from Fig. 8 of Vanham¨ aki et al. (2007).
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Fig. 14. Results for the WTS model. Upper panel shows the dif-
ference between the electric ﬁelds obtained from static (Estat) and
electrodynamic (Edyn) solvers. The lower panel shows the percent-
age difference in electric ﬁeld magnitude. Only those areas where
|Estat| > 5Vkm−1 and 6H > 5S are shown. Reproduced from
Vanham¨ aki (2010).
Another extension of the present analysis methods was
mentioned in Sect. 4. If we obtain the total current J from
FAC and ground magnetic ﬁeld, and further estimate α (e.g.
from the current itself, see Juusola et al., 2007), we can for-
mulate a new “J-based” method of characteristics. The cen-
tral equation is obtained from the curl of inverted Ohm’s law,
(∇×
h
(6PJ +6Hˆ er×J)/(62
P+62
H)
i
)r =(∇×E)r.
This can be written as
∇RH·(J/α×ˆ er+J)+RH∇·(J/α×ˆ er+J)=(∇×E)r,(58)
where RH =6H/(62
P+62
H). Also this equation has the same
form as Eq. (43) and can be solved in a similar way for RH.
The curl of E may either be approximated as zero, or calcu-
lated from the known current system.
However, these variants of the method of characteristics
have not yet been thoroughly tested nor applied with real
data.
9.2 Analysis of multi-satellite magnetic data
Future multi-satellite mission at low Earth orbit give some
information about the cross-track gradients, so the 1-D anal-
ysis methods discussed in Sect. 7.3 must be generalized in
order to get full beneﬁt from the available measurements.
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For example, in the planned Swarm mission up to 3 close by
satellites tracks are available. Ritter and L¨ uhr (2006) applied
the curl-B technique to simulated Swarm measurements and
were able to derive the ionospheric FAC uniquely in the gen-
eral case without any assumptions on vanishing gradients to
some speciﬁc direction. This result is not possible to obtain
with single-satellite techniques.
In terms of the application of the SECS technique to de-
rive ionospheric currents (as it was presented for a single
satellite analysis in Sect. 7.3), in the case of multiple satel-
lites it is possible to extend the analysis area from a single
line to an extended strip that contains the footprint trajec-
tories of all satellites used. Within this strip, using a com-
bination of 1-D and 2-D SECS as basis functions, the total
ionospheric currents and FAC can be obtained from the mag-
netic ﬁeld data provided by the satellites. The exact details
and what assumptions are needed for this procedure depend
on the number of satellites available, and need to be tested in
future work.
9.3 3-D modeling and data-analysis
All the methods listed in Table 1 use one common approxi-
mation that is not explicitly mentioned in the table: They all
assume a thin sheet ionosphere, where all vertical structure
is integrated into an inﬁnitely thin layer. This approximation
originally stems from the analysis of ground-based magne-
tometers that alone, due to basic physical reasons (Sect. 2.2),
can only measure altitude integrated effects. In present day
science, it is partly used in order to simplify the analysis,
but also because lack of 3-dimensional input data. However,
new radar systems such as AMISR (Nicolls and Heinselman,
2007) can already now provide some 3-D measurements, and
the amount of available data will increase in the near future
with upcoming missions like the Swarm ionospheric multi-
satellite project, or the EISCAT 3-D radar system. Conse-
quently, also data-analysis methods have to be formulated in
3-D, so that the new observations can be fully utilized. This
line of future development has been discussed by Amm et al.
(2008) in a recent review article.
10 Summary
We have reviewed selected data-analysis methods suitable to
be used with data from a mesoscale ionospheric observation
network (some hundred or a few thousand km across), such
as MIRACLE illustrated in Fig. 1, possibly in combination
with satellitemeasurements. Table 1gives an overview of the
reviewed methods, including input and output data as well as
assumption used in the method (if any).
As discussed in Sect. 2, we need 3 separate (scalar) in-
put parameters in order to solve the full electrodynamic state
of the ionosphere. In some cases a smaller number may be
sufﬁcient for a partial solution, like in the elementary sys-
tem method, where ground magnetic ﬁeld and FAC are used
to determine the horizontal current system, but the electric
ﬁeld remains unknown unless conductance data are avail-
able. Looking at Table 1, and including the extensions of the
method of characteristics as discussed in Sect. 9.1, it would
appear that an analysis method has been developed for most,
if not all of those input data sets that allow for a full solu-
tion. However, there may be several undeveloped methods
that give a partial, but still useful solution of ionospheric
electrodynamics.
Several methods listed in Table 1 use ground magnetic
measurements as the input data. Typically BG is ﬁrst con-
verted to ionospheric equivalent current, as discussed in
Sect. 3. In principle the ground magnetic disturbance should
be separated into internal and external parts, but in practice
performing the separation with a too sparse magnetometer
array may cause larger errors than simply neglecting the of-
ten small and fairly uniform internal part (Pulkkinen et al.,
2003b).
The KRM and FAC-based ionospheric solvers were dis-
cussedinSect.5. Traditionallythesemethodshavebeenused
only in global studies, because the unknown boundary condi-
tions may affect the solution considerably. The AMIE/KRM
combination and the SECS-based formulation of KRM dis-
cussed in Sects. 5.2 and 5.3 are more suitable for mesoscale
analysis, although the boundary conditions still have some
effect the solution, especially in the FAC-based method in-
troduced by Vanham¨ aki (2010). Also the availability of con-
ductance data is a limiting factor, especially in mesoscale
event studies, where high-resolution Hall and Pedersen con-
ductances are required as the input data.
In the method of characteristics, discussed in Sect. 6, we
can use the conductance ratio α = 6H/6P as an input pa-
rameter. The ratio is easier to estimate than the conduc-
tances themselves, but the downside is that the electric ﬁeld
and either FAC or equivalent current are required as input.
However, the method of characteristics is well suited for
mesoscale analysis, as it provides explicit estimate on how
much the solution is affected by the choice of boundary con-
ditions, and in some cases boundary condition are not re-
quired at all. In Sect. 9.1 we brieﬂy discussed some possible
extensions of the method of characteristics.
The 1-D methods discussed separately in Sect. 7 are ex-
tremely useful when analyzing data from meridional magne-
tometer chains, single satellite passes or similar intrinsically
1-dimensional situations. Most of the methods listed in Ta-
ble 1 have both 1-D and 2-D versions. A notable exception is
the last one, 1-D SECS method for analyzing satellite-based
magnetic measurements, for which oly a 1-D variant exists
as yet. It may be possible to generalize this method so that
some 2-D structures can be deduced from multiple simulta-
neous satellite passes, as discussed in Sect. 9.2.
In Sect. 8 we discuss analysis techniques where iono-
spheric induction is taken into account. Inductive effects
are often neglected, but induction is known to modify the
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ionospheric reﬂection of Alfv´ en waves and it may also play
a non-negligible role in the most dynamic phenomena, such
as substorms. Faraday’s law can be included in the KRM
method and FAC-based ionospheric solver, as discussed in
Sect. 8.2, so the assumption (∇×E)r =0 as listed in Table 1
is not absolutely necessary with these methods, although it
simpliﬁes the analysis.
We expect that in the future the importance of 3-D iono-
spheric modeling will increase, with new instruments and
tomographic techniques coming to use. Some phenomena,
such as vertical current closure inside the ionosphere and al-
titude dependent contribution of polarization space charges
to the electric ﬁeld, both of which may be important e.g. in a
Cowling channel, can be handled correctly only in 3-D iono-
sphere (Amm et al., 2008). Also inductive phenomena are
modiﬁed in a realistic 3-D ionosphere, due to vertical current
loops between the Hall and Pedersen currents.
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